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Abstract

Synchronization, the emergence of spontaneous order in coupled systems, is of fundamental importance

in both physical and biological systems. We demonstrate thesynchronization of two dissimilar silicon

nitride micromechanical oscillators, that are spaced apart by a few hundred nanometers and are coupled

through an optical cavity radiation field. The tunability ofthe optical coupling between the oscillators

enables one to externally control the dynamics and switch between coupled and individual oscillation states.

These results pave a path towards reconfigurable synchronized oscillator networks.
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Synchronization processes are part of our daily experiences as they occur widely in nature,

for example in fireflies colonies, pacemaker cells in the heart, nervous systems and circadian cy-

cles [1]. Synchronization is also of great technological interestsince it provides the basis for

timing, signal processing, microwave communication [2, 3] and could enable novel computing

and memory concepts [3, 4]. At the nanoscale, synchronization mechanisms have the potential to

be integrated with current nanofabrication capabilities and to enable scaling up to network sizes

[5–8]. Among the major challenges with synchronized oscillators on the nanoscale are neighbor-

hood restriction and non-configurable coupling which limitthe control, the footprint and possible

topologies of complex oscillator networks [9–13]. Recently, it is proposed that using cavity field

coupled oscillators could form an all-to-all coupling thatcould overcome this restriction [10, 14].

Here we demonstrate the synchronization of two dissimilar silicon nitride (Si3N4) self-sustaining

optomechanical oscillators coupled only through the optical cavity radiation field as opposed to

coupling through a structural contact or electrostatic interaction [15, 16]. We externally control the

dynamics and switch between coupled and individual oscillation states through tuning the optical

coupling between the oscillators. These results pave a pathtowards realizing massive optome-

chanical oscillator arrays [17–19].

Optomechanical oscillators (OMOs) consist of cavity structures that support both tightly con-

fined optical modes and long-living (high quality factor) mechanical modes [20, 21]. When op-

tomechanical cavities are driven by a blue detuned continuous wave (CW) laser, the radiation

pressure from the light can amplify the mechanical motion via the dynamical back action between

the optical and mechanical modes [22]. Above a certain threshold laser power this optomechanical

amplification can overcome the intrinsic mechanical damping; the device evolves from an optome-

chanical resonator to a self-sustaining OMO [11]. The laser signal fraction that is transmitted, or

reflected, from the optomechanical cavity becomes deeply modulated at the mechanical frequency

of the oscillator [20, 23, 24].

Recently it has been predicted that the mechanial oscillations of a pair of OMOs could be syn-

chronized if the OMOs are optically coupled as opposed to mechanically coupled [14, 25]. Here

we experimentally demonstrate the synchronization of two optically coupled OMOs [right (R)

and left (L)] with different mechanical frequencies. The optical coupling means the mechanical

displacement of one OMO will lead to a force on the other OMO through the optical field. This

force is responsible for the effective mechanical couplingbetween the two OMOs. As the OMOs

are pumped by a blue-detuned CW laser into self-sustaining oscillations, theR (L) OMO not
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FIG. 1: Design of the optically coupled optomechanical oscillators (OMOs). (a) Schematic of the device

illustrating the mechanical mode profile and the optical whispering gallery mode. (b) False-colored scan-

ning electron micrograph (SEM) image of the OMOs with chromeheating pads (blue) for optical tuning

by top illumination. (c,d) The symmetric (S) and anti-symmetric (AS) coupled opticalsupermodes. The

deformation illustrates the mechanical mode that is excited by the optical field. (e) The dynamics of the

coupled OMOs can be approximated by a lumped model for two optically coupled damped-driven nonlinear

harmonic oscillators.

only experiences the oscillation at its natural frequency but also a modulated optical force at the

L (R) OMO’s mechanical frequency. As the coupling between the two oscillators is increased,

each OMO is eventually forced to oscillate at an intermediate frequency between their natural

frequencies (ΩR andΩL), that is, the onset of synchronization [14, 26, 27]. We observe both the

individual free-running and synchronized oscillation dynamics by switching on and off the purely

optical coupling between two OMOs.

Each individual OMO consists of two suspended vertically stacked Si3N4 disks, where the

optical and mechanical modes of such a cavity are localized around the OMO’s free-standing edge

(figure1a,b) . The disks are fabricated using standard electron-beam lithography followed by dry

and wet etching steps [See Supplemental information (SI)].The two disks are40 µm in diameter

and210 nm in thickness, while the air gap between them is190 nm wide. Such a small gap and

the relative low refractive index of Si3N4 (n ≈ 2.0) induce a strong optical coupling between the

top and bottom disks. The resonant frequency of the optical modes of the stacked disks depend

strongly on their separation [28]; therefore any mechanical vibration that modulates the vertical

gap width also modulates the optical resonant frequency; a measure for the efficiency of this

process is the optomechanical coupling, defined asgom = ∂ω/∂x whereω is the optical frequency

andx is the mechanical mode amplitude [20, 28, 29]. Our device exhibits a large optomechanical
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FIG. 2: Controlling the OMO system. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup. The pump and probe light

are launched together into the cavities and are detected separately by photodiodes (PD). (b) Anti-crossing of

the optical mode as the relative temperature of theL OMO (TL) and theR OMO (TR) is changed through

varying the tuning laser power. The tuning laser is focused on to the two OMOs respectively to obtain

the negative and positive relative temperatures. (c) Transmission spectrum of the maximally coupled state

indicated by the white horizontal line in (b). S (blue) and AS(red) optical supermodes with optical coupling

rateκ. NT: normalized transmission.

coupling rate, calculated to begom/2π = 49 GHz/nm (see SI). The mechanical mode that couples

most strongly to the optical field is also illustrated by the deformation of the disks edge in figures

1a,c,dwhich has a natural frequency ofΩm/2π ≈ 50.5 MHz. Note that the two cavities are not

identical and without the optical coupling they oscillate at different mechanical frequencies.

The two OMOs are separated by a distance ofdg = (400 ± 20) nm, minimizing direct me-

chanical coupling. This gap results in evanescent optical coupling between the OMOs when their

optical resonant frequencies are close. The optical coupling leads to two optical supermodes

spatially spanning both OMOs: a symmetric, lower frequencymodeb+(t) (figure 1c) and an

anti-symmetric higher frequency modeb−(t) (figure 1d). Their eigenfrequencies are given by

ω± = ω̄ ± κ/2, whereω̄ = (ωL + ωR)/2 andωL (ωR) is the uncoupled optical resonant frequency

of theL (R) OMO andκ is the optical coupling rate: a reflection of the distance between the two

cavities. The mechanical modes of each cavity can be approximated by a lumped model consisting
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of two damped harmonic oscillators, which are driven by the nonlinear optical supermode forces,

ẍj + Γjẋj + Ω2
jxi = F

(j)
opt (xR, xL)/m

(j)
eff , for j, k = L,R

wherexj ,Ωj ,Γj, m
(j)
eff represent the mechanical displacement, mechanical resonant frequency, dis-

sipation rate, and effective motional mass of each mechanical degree of freedom. The optical force

is proportional to the optical energy stored in the coupled optical modes, which depend both on

xR andxL, i.e. F (j)
opt (xR, xL) ∝ |b±(xR, xL)|

2. Therefore the optical field not only drives but also

mechanically couples each OMO. The nonlinear nature of thisdriving and coupling force form the

basis for the onset of synchronization. In a first order linear approximation when the two OMOs

are evenly coupled (ωL = ωR), the effective mechanical coupling force between the two oscilla-

tors is given byF (i)
coup = −kIxj + kQẋj wherekI andkQ are the position and velocity coupling

coefficients (See SI). In the unresolved side band limit (optical damping rateγ ≪ Ωj), these cou-

pling coefficients are determined by both the input optical powerPin and laser-cavity detuning∆

askI ∝ Pin∆((γ/2)2 + ∆2)−2 andkQ ∝ Pin(γ/2)∆((γ/2)2 + ∆2)−3. Therefore, by varying∆

andPin, hence the effective mechanical coupling strength, synchronization of the two OMOs can

be captured.

We experimentally demonstrate that the system can be reconfigured to exhibit either coupled

or single OMO dynamics by controlling the optical mode coupling between the two oscillators.

While the distance between the two OMOs is fixed (i.e. fixedκ), their optical coupling can be

turned off (on) through increasing (decreasing) the optical frequency mismatchδ = ωR − ωL

between them. For large optical frequency mismatch among the two OMOs (δ ≫ κ) the su-

permodes reduce to the uncoupled optical modes of the individual OMO,(b+, b−) → (aL, aR).

This can be readily seen from the expression of the optical supermodes amplitudes, which are

given by linear combinations of the uncoupled modes of the left aL(t) and rightaR(t) cavi-

ties: b±(t) = aL(t) − aR(t)iκ/(δ ∓ (δ2 − κ2)1/2). We tuneδ experimentally using thermo-

optic effect, for which the optical frequency dependence ontemperature can be approximated as

ωj(Tj) = ω
(j)
0 − gthTj for j = L,R, whereω(j)

0 is the intrinsic optical frequency andgth is the

thermal-optic tuning efficiency. The thermo-optic tuning is accomplished by focusing an out-of-

plane heating laser on either OMO (figure2a, SI). This setup allows the optical coupling to be

continuously tuned through changing the relative temperature of the two OMOs: at∆T = 0 the

OMOs have identical optical resonant frequencies and the optical coupling is maximized, mani-

fested by the almost symmetric resonance dips in the opticaltransmission spectrum (figure2b,c).
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FIG. 3: RF spectra of the OMOs and synchronization (a, b) RF power spectra of cavityL (a) andR (b)

as a function of laser frequency when the coupling is turned off. The horizontal white lines indicate the

onset of self-sustaining oscillation. PSD: power spectraldensity. (c) When the coupling is turned on, at an

input powerPin = (1.8 ± 0.2) µW cavitiesL andR do not synchronize and oscillate close to their natural

frequencies. (d) At Pin = (11 ± 1) µW synchronization occurs after the horizontal solid whiteline after

a brief region of unsynchronized oscillation (between the dashed and solid white lines). (e) The system

oscillate directly in a synchronized state at input opticalpowerPin = (14 ± 1) µW. (f,g,h) Corresponding

numerical simulations for the OMO system based on the lumpedharmonic oscillator model described in

the text. NPSD: normalized power spectral density.

Whereas for∆T = ±25K, the relative frequency difference is large (δ ≫ κ) and the optical

mode does not couple the two OMOs. The OMOs follow the usual single-cavity optomechanical

dynamics [20].

We characterize the individual dynamics of the two OMOs by switching their optical coupling

off (T = ±25K, figure2b). Each cavity is individually excited with a CW laser through a tapered

optical fibre. As the laser frequency is tuned (from a higher to a lower frequency) into the optical

resonance, the transmitted laser signal is detected by a photodiode (PD) and analyzed using a RF

spectrum analyser (RSA). The RF spectra show the mechanicalmodes have natural mechanical

frequencies of(fL, fR) = (ΩL,ΩR)/2π = (50.283, 50.219) MHz, and intrinsic quality factors of

(Q
(L)
m , Q

(R)
m ) = (3.4 ± 0.3, 2.3 ± 0.2) × 103 (figure 3a,b). Due to the increased optomechanical
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FIG. 4: Pump-probe measurements of the oscillations of individual OMO operating as in fig.3d. (a,b) The

uneven probe intensity distribution of the cavities, observed by an infrared CCD camera when the pump

laser is off. (c) Normalized transmission (NT) spectrum for the probe resonances. The red (blue) dashed

line corresponds to the probe wavelength region for probingtheL (R) OMO, as illustrated in (a,b). (d) The

red (blue) curve is theL (R) cavity probe transmission RF spectrum when the two OMOs areasynchronous:

a strong peak atfL is observed but with very different amplitude for two probing conditions.(e) Same curves

shown in (d) but with the OMOs synchronized: the two probing conditions have almost identical amplitudes.

back-action and intracavity optical power the OMOs have their frequencies increased (optical

spring effect) and amplitudes grown as the laser is tuned into the optical resonance. Above a

specific laser-cavity detuning, indicated by the horizontal white dashed lines on figure3a,bthe

intrinsic mechanical losses are completely suppressed by the optomechanical amplification. At

this point the optomechanical resonator starts self-sustaining oscillations and becomes an OMO

characterized by sudden linewidth narrowing and oscillation amplitude growth [10, 11, 14]. It is

clear from figure3a,bthat each cavity has only one mechanical mode in the frequency range of

interest. Due to the slight difference in geometry, these frequencies differ by∆f = fL − fR =

(70.0± 0.5) kHz.

We show the onset of spontaneous synchronization by switching their optical coupling on. Us-

ing the heating laser, we tune the optical coupling to its maximum value, indicated by the dashed

white line (TR − TL = 0) in figure 2b. The laser frequency sweeping is performed at various

optical power levels corresponding to different effectivemechanical coupling strength. The opti-

cal power ranges from slightly above the estimated oscillation threshold (i.e weaker mechanical

coupling),P (L,R)
th ≈ (640, 880) nW, up to several times their threshold power (i.e. strongerme-

chanical coupling). At a relative low input power,Pin = (1.8 ± 0.2) µW, the mechanical peaks at
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fR andfL are simultaneously observed on the RF spectrum shown in figure3c, below the dashed-

white line. When the laser frequency is closer to the opticalresonant frequency, more energy is

available and theL OMO starts self-sustaining oscillation. Since cavityR has a higher oscilla-

tion threshold, due to its lower mechanical quality factor,it requires more optical power and only

oscillates at a redder detuning; it can be noticed from figure3c that both OMOs oscillate close

to their natural frequency. Therefore they exhibit asynchronous oscillations at this lowest power

level. At a higher input optical power level ofPin = (11 ± 1) µW, the first oscillation takes place

at ∆ωL/2π ≈ −0.10 GHz, and similarly to the case shown in figure3c, theL OMO oscillates

first. However, as the laser frequency further moves into theoptical resonance, there is enough

energy for both OMOs to start self-sustaining oscillations; the two OMOs spontaneously oscillate

in unison at an intermediate frequency offS = ΩS/2π = 50.37 MHz due to the increased effective

mechanical coupling, which is a clear sign of synchronization. At this time, the output optical RF

power is increase by more than 5 dB in comparison with theL OMO oscillating only case showing

that the two OMOs are phase-locked. At an even higher opticalinput power,Pin = (14 ± 1) µW,

the OMOs do not oscillate individually, instead they go directly into synchronized oscillations

above the white-dashed line in figure3e. We confirm that the OMOs are indeed synchronized by

performing numerical simulations corresponding to each ofthe power levels we tested. The sim-

ulated spectra in figure3f,g,hexhibit all the essential features observed and show good agreement

with the measured spectra. It also allows us to confirm under which conditions the two OMOs are

indeed oscillating (see SI).

To experimentally verify that both structures are indeed oscillating at the synchronized fre-

quency, we probe the mechanical oscillation of each cavity individually. This demonstrates that

the single oscillation peaks observed in figures3d,eare not caused by one OMO resonantly driv-

ing the other; it also verifies that amplitude death of one of the OMOs does not occur, a known

phenomenon in coupled nonlinear oscillators [30]. We used a weak CW probe laser to excite

an optical resonant mode that is not strongly coupled between the two OMOs (figure2 a,b); this

scheme allows us to selectively probe the oscillations of the L or R OMO. While these probe

optical modes exhibit a low optical quality factor (Qopt ≈ 4× 104) that minimizes probe-induced

perturbations to the mechanical oscillations, the pump condition is identical to the one used in

figure3d. When theL OMO is probed, and the pump detuning range is between the dashed and

solid lines in figure3d, the probe RF spectrum shows a strong peak atfL, which is shown in the

red curve in figure4d. When theR OMO is probed, a peak also appears at this frequency, but it is
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13 dB weaker as shown in the blue curve in figure4d; a weak peak atfR can also be noticed on

the blue curve, indicating small amplitude oscillations oftheR OMO. These results confirm that

the oscillation state is very asynchronous in this detuningrange with theL OMO oscillating at

much larger amplitude. When the pump laser detuning is abovethe horizontal solid line in figure

3d there is only a single RF peak at the synchronized frequencyfS when probing either OMO

(figure4e); moreover, they differ in amplitude by less than 0.5 dB. This shows that both cavities

are indeed oscillating with similar strength at the synchronized frequency.

We have demonstrated the onset of synchronization between two optomechanical oscillators

coupled only through the optical radiation field. The ability to control the coupling strength is

promising for realizing oscillator networks in which the oscillators can be addressed individu-

ally. Furthermore, established and future micro-photonics techniques such as electro-optic and

thermo-optic techniques can now be extended to switch, filter and phase shift the coupling of

these oscillators. These results may enable a new class of devices in sensing, signal processing

and on-chip non-linear dynamical systems.
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